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The viral Facebook sensation Susie's Senior Dogs has amassed over 500,000 fans as it advocates

for the adoption of elderly dogs. Now Erin Stanton (Susie's owner) has written a heartwarming,

compelling collection of "happy ending" adoption stories for our oldest and dearest canine pals.In

this collection of success stories culled from the nearly 500 matches SSD has facilitated, Erin

StantonÃ¢â‚¬â€•and SusieÃ¢â‚¬â€•talk to dozens of adopters who've learned what a perfect

companion a senior dog can be. From Rudy, the 12-year-old Puggle who's a calm and sturdy first

dog for two young boys, to Rocky, the shy German Shepherd who now escorts his owner on daily

walks around their ranch, Susie's Senior Dogs celebrates dogs from all walks of life. And of course,

we'll hear Susie's own story woven throughout! Featuring both internet "dog stars" like Chloe

Kardoggian and Wolfgang, as well as brand-new, never-told stories of senior dogs getting a new

lease on life, Susie's Senior Dogs will keep readers smiling and tails wagging!  This beautiful,

upbeat book includes sidebars, Q&As, "Susie's Top Tips" and more, making it the perfect keepsake

for animal lovers of all ages.
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Erin Stanton is the human behind the Facebook and Instagram sensation SusieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Senior

Dogs, which has over 400,000 likes on Facebook. SusieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Senior Dogs is a nonprofit

organization dedicated to finding homes for senior dogs all across the country.



This is such an incredible book! It's full of heart warming stories of homeless senior dogs now living

the life of love and happiness. The variety of stories really paint a full picture of what it's like to adopt

a senior dog and the often unsuspecting people who do so. I'm honored to be a contributor as the

mom of Chili (@ChiliDogNYC). SSD is a perfect coffee table book with stunning pictures. The book

is an awesome Christmas gift for any animal lover. And all the proceeds go to charity!

I'm an avid SSD (and every other animal related instagram you could think of) follower so I was

familiar with a number of the stories in the book, but that didn't stop me from shedding a tear or two

reading about them again.There were also a number of stories of senior adoptions never posted to

SSD, which was really great as well. It's an incredibly harwarming book and I'm sure will only lead to

more senior adoptions. Susie was one in a million and her legacy continues to live on. Adopt don't

shop, unless you're buying this book then shopping is OK!

To say I love this book is an understatement. I have followed Susie's Senior Dogs for years and I

have smiled and/or cried over every single story. I believe with all my heart that this world is a better

place because of the unconditional love of a dog. Do yourself a favor and order this NOW. Your

heart will thank you AND every penny goes to saving the life of a deserving soul. How amazing is

THAT?!

Such a cute and sweet book! I've followed Susie's senior dogs for years and am happy Erin

released a book with such amazing stories of animal rescue. I bought one for my sister too and she

loves it! She cried when she opened. We're both pretty big softies when it comes to animal rescue.

Also, 100% of the proceeds go to animal rescue!

I am a loyal follower of Susie's Senior Dogs. When I ordered this book, I did so assuming I would

really like the book. I had NO idea that within the first few pages I would become so emotional. The

book not only shares adopter's experiences and the dog's experience, but it educates us on the

importance of not overlooking both shelter dogs in general AND SENIOR shelter dogs.This book

would be an amazing gift for any animal lover in your life- not only for friends that already adopt, but

also for those who think shelter dogs are "broken" or unable to learn "new tricks." Susie's Senior

Dogs will open your eyes and your heart and is really a must have in your home!!!

In a society where we too often value youth over longevity in both humans and pets, Erin Stanton



has created beautiful portraits of senior dogs and the humans who rescue them. I've followed

Susie's Senior Dogs almost since its beginning and, like thousands of others, have been delighted

and moved by its nationwide effort to move older dogs from countless shelters and animal control

facilities into loving homes. The book showcases some of the hundreds of success stories,

accompanied by wonderful portraits of the "lucky dogs". I pre-ordered three copies which arrived

yesterday and already need to reorder, as I gifted two of them to friends who both recently lost

senior dogs. Get one for yourself and several to give away- I can't think of anyone who wouldn't be

thrilled to receive such a heartwarming and meaningful gift.

Knowing the story of how Brandon Stanton (Humans of New York) found Susie, rescued her and

loved her was just the beginning of what has become another viral social media cause for good.

When Erin Stanton bonded with Susie, it became quickly clear that there was a mission calling out

to be begun. Susie's Senior Dogs - the cause - was launched and precious seniors began getting

matched and adopted time and time again. Those who adopted began to share their stories and it

soon became clear that a book needed to be published chronicling this incredible project. It

continues to succeed in finding permanent homes for dogs that some might consider too old to love.

But, as we have seen so many times, there is just no age limit on love, be it human or canine. This

book is a delight to peruse and the photographs and stories will steal your heart.

LOVE LOVE LOVE this book!!! I follow Susie's Seniors on instagram and so many stories are so

heartbreaking....I get so upset. But I keep following to find out who got adopted next and who finally

found their forever homes. I love seeing these dogs get their happy endings and I love seeing the

amazing humans that not only rescued these beautiful animals but who also found their forever

dogs.As soon as I found out I can help by purchasing a book ( I already have 2 dogs) I placed my

pre-order immediately on . All the profits go to Susie's charity to help all shelter dogs. The book was

delivered last night. I thought the book was going to be good. I was wrong... This book is great! It's

sad, heart warming, funny and it brought tears my eyes seeing the photos of all the dogs and

reading about finding their forever homes. It warms my heart that each day another dog is rescued.If

you're like me and you want to help but can not adopt at this time, please purchase this book. The

stories are great and it's all for a very good cause.Thank you to Suies's Seniors for continuing to

help save every dog and I look forward to the next book!Kimberly
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